Abstract-Systems that employ multiple antennas in both the transmitter and the receiver of a wireless system have been shown to promise extraordinary spectral efficiency. With full channel knowledge at the transmitter and receiver, Raleigh and Cioffi proposed a spatio-temporal coding scheme, discrete matrix multitone (DMMT), to achieve asymptotically optimum multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) channel capacity. The DMMT can be regarded as an extension of the discrete multitone for a digital subscriber lines (DSL) system to the MIMO wireless application. However, the DMMT is basically impracticable in nonstationary wireless environments due to its high-computational complexity. Exploring second-order statistics, we develop an efficient adaptive blind coding scheme for a high-capacity time-division duplexing (TDD) system with slow time-varying frequency-selective MIMO channels. With this method, neither a training sequence nor feedback of channel information is required in the proposed blind approach. Besides, the computational complexity of the proposed scheme is significantly lower than that of the coding scheme described by Raleigh and Cioffi. Simulation results show that the proposed architecture works efficiently in indoor wireless local area network applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
T ECHNIQUES that improve the spectral efficiency of wireless systems and increase their channel capacities have recently gained much interest. Research challenges in this area include the development of efficient coding schemes to increase signal diversity and system robustness [1] - [3] , advanced signal processing techniques to improve the modulation/equalization efficiency [4] , and better resource assignment algorithms to share limited spectrum among users requiring different data throughputs [5] . Recent research results from the perspective of information theory have shown excellent spectral efficiency of wireless communication systems with antenna arrays at both the transmitter and receiver [1] - [3] . The corresponding idea is to apply sophisticated space-time coding schemes and/or space-time signal processing techniques to systems using multiple antennas, so as to significantly improve the overall performance.
By introducing a multilayer transmission structure using multiple antennas, Foschini proposed a space-time coding scheme, BLAST [6] , when the channel matrix is known to the receiver but unknown to the transmitter. However, in Foschini's work, channel delay spread is not considered, so that channel is assumed to be time varying but frequency-nonselective. Alternatively, for frequency-selective wireless channels, Raleigh and Cioffi proposed an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based space-time coding scheme in [1] , where the channel is assumed to be known to both the transmitter and the receiver, to create spatial-temporal parallel channels. By adding the temporal cyclic prefix, the channel matrix can be efficiently block diagonalized to create temporal parallel channels in the time domain using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse FFT (IFFT) operations. After the block-diagonalized channel matrix is permuted, spatial coding vectors are identified to define the spatial parallel channels. This procedure, called discrete matrix multitone (DMMT) space-frequency coding scheme (SFCS) in [1] , is referred to as DMMT-SFCS in this paper. The discrete multitone technique has been successfully used in digital subscriber line (DSL) systems to provide high-bit rates over telephone subscriber lines [7] . Exploiting the channel side-information in the transmission coding schemes with adaptive data rate is also suggested in indoor wireless applications [8] . The DMMT-SFCS can be regarded as an extension of the discrete multitone for DSL systems to multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless applications. In DMMT-SFCS, the channel matrix is estimated by sending training sequences. The estimated spatial channel matrix at the receiver is the singular value decomposed (SVD) with right and left singular vectors, respectively, being defined as the spatial coding vectors at the transmitter and at the receiver. Then, the resultant spatial coding vectors of the transmitter are fed back to the transmitter for spatial coding to create spatial parallel channels. Although the wireless channels usually vary slowly in the indoor environment, highly accurate spatial coding vectors are required to offer high-quality spatial parallel channels. Therefore, adaptively tracking the channel matrix and frequently updating the spatial coding vectors are inevitably needed. This coding scheme suffers not only from high-computational complexity but also from low spectral efficiency due to channel variation, as will be shown in Section III. Although the DMMT-SFCS is claimed to achieve a near optimal channel capacity with only a slight penalty resulting from the cyclic prefix, the two drawbacks mentioned above have rendered such a coding scheme unimplementable.
To solve these problems, in this paper, we develop an efficient architecture with blind adaptive coding schemes in a timedivision duplexing (TDD) system with slow Rayleigh-fading frequency-selective MIMO channels. After block decomposition in the time domain to partition the temporal channels, the transmitter and receiver track their own spatial coding vectors by exploiting the second-order statistics to blindly update these codewords. As compared with the DMMT-SFCS in [1] , the proposed coding scheme enjoys significantly lower computational complexity, and requires neither a training sequence nor feedback of the spatial coding vectors. Performance of target applications in the indoor local area networks (LANs) environment are confirmed for the proposed coding scheme through software simulations.
An independent similar work was reported in [9] , named blind iterative MIMO algorithm (BIMA). The similarities between the BIMA and our proposed approach are that the spatial coding vectors in both schemes are: 1) directly estimated without channel identification and 2) continuously updated during the normal transmission in a TDD system. However, the essential goals of the two coding schemes are quite different. The BIMA is a completely blind system and the channel gains of the parallel subchannels are unavailable at both the transmitter and receiver. This implies that multiamplitude QAM modulations and bit loading schemes are impossible for the BIMA. On the other hand, the proposed approach blindly tracks not only the spatial codewords but also the subchannel gains after the communication link is established. With the subchannel gains, the proposed algorithm employs a bit loading scheme to achieve high-channel capacity.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the MIMO indoor wireless channel model. In Section III, we first briefly review the DMMT-SFCS, and then develop a blind coding scheme for the DMMT-SFCS. Next, we derive theoretical information capacity bounds for the proposed blind DMMT-SFCS in Section IV. In Section V, we test several experimental examples that compare both the simulation capacities and the theoretical capacities of the proposed approach in various scenarios.
II. MIMO INDOOR WIRELESS CHANNEL MODEL
In a wireless system, signals transmitted through the channel interact with the environment in a very complex way. Various channel models for scattering phenomena have been proposed, e.g., [1] , [10] , [11] , with different characteristics and with varying degrees of accuracy. In this paper, we assume a parametric channel model [1] in which each path is described by an angle-of-departure (AOD), an angle-of-arrival (AOA), a path gain, and a path delay.
In the parametric channel model with receive antennas and transmit antennas, the spatial response matrix for the th diffused path within the th cluster is given by [1] (1) where and are the AOA and the AOD, respectively, of the th diffused path within the th cluster, and and are the and receive and transmit steering vector, respectively. Following the standard OFDM approach with data block of length , the matrix equation for the spatio-temporal system can then be expressed as [1] (2) where the operator " " denotes the Kronecker product 1 [12] ; is the number of clusters in the wireless channel; is the total number of the diffused paths within the th cluster;
, representing the complex scaling amplitude for the th diffused path within the th cluster, is also a complex Gaussian random process including both the propagation loss and the signal fading caused by the Doppler spread; is the input data symbol vector; is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector stacked with the noise samples in the same way as the received signal ; is the equivalent channel matrix; the circulant temporal response (pulse shaping) matrix can be written as [1] (3), shown at the bottom of the page with the sampled pulse function sequences of the th diffused paths within the th cluster. Here, we let be the maximum length of the overall sampled channel impulse responses. 1 The Kronecker product CD between two matrices C and D with dimension m 2 n and m 2 n , respectively, is the m m 2 n n matrix given by [12] C
where C represents the ith row and the jth column element of C.
III. DISCRETE MATRIX MULTITONE
In this section, we develop a blind adaptive discrete matrix multitone coding scheme. The DMMT-SFCS is first briefly summarized in Section III-A. We then propose a blind adaptive scheme for a TDD system to track the required parameters in the DMMT-SFCS.
A. DMMT-SFCS
As shown in (3), the pulse shaping matrix is made circulant by adding the cyclic prefix to it. The eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of is, thus, given by , where and are FFT and IFFT matrices, and is a diagonal matrix with the th diagonal element being the discrete Fourier transform of the time sequence evaluated at index . The received signal in (2) can then be rewritten as (4) where denotes the identity matrix, and the second equality makes use of the following property of the Kronecker product [12] (5) Next, applying the SVD to the second factor of the first term in (4), we have (6) It should be noted that multiplying on the left-hand side and on the right-hand side by some specific permutation matrices, the matrix can be rearranged into a block diagonal matrix with each block submatrix representing the spatial response of a specific frequency subband. The th block submatrix denoted by can be decomposed into the summation of outer products of array-steering vectors (7) Matrices and can then be obtained by applying the SVDs to the block matrices of size . The column vectors of the unitary matrices and , respectively, partition the spatial domain at the transmitter and at the receiver to create parallel channels. We term and the spatial vector-coding matrices. Multiplying the received signal by at the receiver; we have, from (4) and (6) (8) Assuming (9) we obtain (10) which represents the completely diagonalized parallel channels. Note that the noise vector is still white Gaussian. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the DMMT-SFCS system if the transmit spatial coding vectors (TSCVs) and the receive spatial coding vectors (RSCVs) in the figure denote the singular vectors, respectively, from columns of matrices and corresponding to the appropriate frequency subband, i.e., and . Consecutive blocks of data stacked to form vector are first passed through the spatial encoder before being permuted. The permuted data are then passed through the IFFT, . At the receiver, the received data time blocks of length from each receive antenna are stacked to form vector , which is then passed through the FFT, . The resultant vector is permuted and passed through the spatial decoder . We thus summarize the DMMT-SFCS.
Unlike their temporal counterparts and being independent of the wireless channels, both the spatial vector-coding matrices, and , depend on the complex fading amplitude . In the DMMT-SFCS described in [1] , the channels are estimated by sending training sequences. The receiver decomposes the estimated spatial channels to obtain the SVD components, and then feeds back: 1) the right singular vectors as the spatial vector-coding matrices and 2) singular values as the subchannel gains to the transmitter. Although, the channel varies slowly in an indoor environment, highly accurate spatial vector-coding matrices are still required for the DMMT-SFCS to obtain high-quality parallel subchannels; thus, an adaptive tracking scheme for the spatial-vector coding is required. The complexity of producing the SVD components is of order channel estimation per data block of length , where is assumed. Typical applications requiring high data rates are personal computers, offering internet or multimedia services. Setting up five to ten antenna elements in a mobile unit is still possible for these applications. This paper focuses on such applications. The computational complexity of such applications is very high.
Let us further analyze (7) so as to better understand the channels of a TDD MIMO system. The steering vector in (7) is a function of antenna array geometry and path AOA (or path AOD). Considering an arbitrary -element antenna array with steering vector (11) where denotes AOA (or AOD), represent the leading and lagging phases, and the relative phase difference among array elements depend on the array geometry. If the AOA array steering vector of an antenna array is assumed in leading phases, then the AOD steering vector of the same array would be in the opposite phases; and vice versa. Since we can usually assume identical frequency response and identical path fading amplitudes for both links in a TDD system, the observed spatial channel matrix in (7) from the receiver and that from the transmitter will be a Hermitian pair. The spatial vector-coding matrices, and , can then be estimated independently at both ends of the channel without exchanging information between each other. However, the transceivers at both ends should still estimate channel matrix first and then conduct the SVD. Although the spectral efficiency of such a TDD system is improved by the elimination of the feedback information, the system computational complexity is still high.
In addition, from (7), the DMMT channel of each frequency band is constructed with a weighted sum of rank-one outer products of array-response vectors. Although each diffused path offers a rank-one matrix, the rank of the spatial subchannel consisting of many diffused paths may not be a large number due to the fact that most diffused paths within the same cluster are usually very close to one another in their propagation directions. Therefore, the rank of each spatial subchannel is highly related to the number of the clusters, instead of the total number of diffused paths. Restricted by the channel complexity and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), adaptively tracking the effective signal subspaces and sending data through only the effective signal subspace, instead of the entire space, is an efficient strategy in the DMMT-SFCS. In Section III-B, we will develop an efficient blind coding scheme to directly track the required singular components without estimating the channel matrix.
B. Blind Adaptive DMMT-SFCS for a TDD MIMO System
As done in the DMMT-SFCS approach described above, we apply block decomposition in the time domain using FFT and IFFT operations to partition the temporal channel. After permuting the resultant matrix, we obtain a block-diagonalized channel matrix. In order to facilitate our description, we restrict ourselves to the spatial response of a frequency subchannel, . The proposed algorithm can be identically and independently applied to all the other frequency subchannels. Without loss of generality, we assume . The received signal, at sampling instant can, thus, be expressed as (12) where is AWGN sampled at the th frequency band, and are the spatial vector-coding matrices consisting of singular vectors also at the th frequency band, and the diagonal elements of are their corresponding channel gains. The covariance matrix of at time is then given by (13) assuming independent zero-mean input data for each spatial subchannel, with covariance matrix and assuming AWGN with variance . Note that is a diagonal matrix and (13) is the EVD of . Also note that the EVD instead of the SVD is used to evaluate the spatial vector-coding matrix and the channel gain , since is not needed on this side of the channel in a TDD system, while is not needed on the other side of the channel. Exactly the same approach applied to the other side of the channel will provide us with both estimate and estimate, regardless of . In real-time applications with nonstationary channels, it is desirable to repeatedly conduct the EVD in (13) whenever new data vectors become available in order to track the variation of the spatial vector-coding matrices. The PAST algorithm [13] and the FAST algorithm [14] are the most popular EVD tracking algorithms. These algorithms can track an -dimensional signal subspace using -dimensional data with only operations. The major problem with these approaches in our target applications is their inability to directly produce perfectly orthonormal eigenvector estimates and their tendency to provide arbitrary orthonormal basis vectors of the signal subspace. The arbitrary orthonormal basis vector of a matrix are not necessarily the eigenvectors of the matrix. 2 Therefore, the PAST algorithm and the FAST algorithm do not directly serve our purpose. Instead, we adopt the PROTEUS algorithm [15] to directly produce orthonormal eigenvector estimates all the time. That is, we adopt computationally efficient recursions to update the EVD estimates so that, with an acceptable approximation error, (14) is subject to the constraint . Here, is a forgetting parameter with and . When (14) is exactly satisfied for all , and indeed provide the eigenstructure of a sample covariance matrix with an exponentially weighted window. In matrix analysis, the computational problem specified by (14) is known as rank-one EVD update [16] . Instead of seeking an exact solution to this problem, the PROTEUS algorithm allows approximations that can significantly reduce the computational complexity of the resultant subspace trackers without adversely affecting their statistical performance [15] . The PROTEUS algorithm can track the signal subspace EVD components also with only operations, while achieving performance comparable to the exact EVD and maintaining perfect orthonormality of the eigenvectors [15] .
To rewrite (14) through the recursion procedure, we have (15) The tendency of the EVD estimate to coarsely converge to the vicinity of the true EVD can be linked to the ability of the recursive estimate to converge to the true covariance matrix [15] . A larger value of typically results in better tracking capabilities at the expense of higher variances of the estimates.
In the following, we will build a relationship between the forgetting factor and the average moving speed of the channel environmental objects of our concern. Because the forgetting factor determines the effective size of the exponential window which averages out the effect of the additive noise, we would like to maximize the window size under the condition that the channel should still be close to a constant within the window. This constraint helps to maintain the adaptability of the tracking algorithm. We may decide the window size according to the envelope correlation of the channel response. Assume a channel model with the envelope correlation function given by Jakes' model [17] , , where is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, is the average power of the signal envelope, and with and being the average speed of the moving objects and the wavelength of the carrier signal, respectively. A small perturbation of the channel matrix could significantly degrade the accuracy of the singular components. If we restrict the normalized envelope correlation coefficient over the window length to greater than 0.999, , then the forgetting factor is bounded by (16) where is termed coherent interval. Smaller forgetting factor can average out the noise but should be restricted by the lower bound above in order to achieve good tracking capability.
Parallel processes can be adopted for each frequency subchannel to obtain all of the spatial vector-coding matrices . Analogously, spatial vector-coding matrix for the other end of the channel can be estimated in the same way by exploring the reverse communication link. The singular values shared by both TDD links are estimated independently at both sides when tracking their own spatial vector-coding matrix. Therefore, feedbacks of neither spatial vector-coding matrix nor subchannel gain are required. In addition, the number of the available spatial vector-coding subchannels can be estimated according to the magnitude of the singular values. At the very beginning, training sequences are used to help set up the communication link. Then, the PROTEUS algorithm takes over to track the spatial vector-coding matrix and their corresponding spectrum gains in real time. The complexity of adaptively tracking the singular components is, thus, of order per data block of length . The first term of the complexity order is identical to that of the original DMMT-SFCS. However, the reduced complexity in the second term is significant and no channel estimation is required. Besides, the training sequence is not required except for the very beginning. Since we only exploit the second-order statistics in estimating the eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix, the phases of the channel gains are unknown at both transmitter and receiver. It results in unavailabilities of coherent demodulators. Fortunately, the phases of the channel gains are estimated with the help of the training sequences at the beginning of the communication link. Since the phases of the spectrum gains drift very slowly at each update, decision-directed phase-lock loop can be used to solve the problem.
IV. CHANNEL CAPACITY
The singular values of the channel matrix in (6) represent the channel gains of parallel subchannels created by the DMMT. These singular values can be used to optimize the transmitted data vector in the water-pouring sense. In a practical communication system, the number of data bits loaded to each subchannel is inevitably restricted to a finite quantized set. Small variations of channel gains, or singular values, may not change the optimum bit distribution in several blocks. Therefore, water-pouring solution is still practicable in the wireless indoor environment. However, adaptively adjusting the spatial vector-coding matrix to offer a high-quality parallel subchannel is necessary, because the parallel subchannels can be easily damaged by the channel variation.
Let be the mutual information given perfect knowledge of the spatial vector-coding matrices and the channel gains , which is defined as . Then, the mutual information of a discrete-time space-time communication channel, , is given by [1] bits per transmission (17) where effective space-frequency subchannels are assumed; 's, are the largest singular values of the channel matrix ; is the energy, assigned to the th subchannel, evaluated from the space-time water-pouring solution. The water-pouring solution also provides the optimum number of the effective subchannels.
In a stationary environment, it has been proven in [18] that the PROTEUS will converge with probability one to the desired EVD components of the data covariance matrix when approaches zero. In a nonstationary environment, as mentioned in Section III-B, a large value results in better tracking capability at the expense of increased estimate variance. The tracking error is obviously related to the forgetting factor . With (16), we can link the tracking error directly to the coherence interval , a parameter describing the changeability of the physical channel environment. We model the tracking error , with respect to by (18) where and are the estimates of and . For brevity, let and . The channel matrix is assumed constant in the time interval and the only random processes in the system are the transmitted data and the additive noise. If the transmitted data are white, the variance of the estimate in (13) is inversely proportional to the window size and the variance of the tracking error is directly proportional to the forgetting factor . With equality in (16) , therefore, the variance of the tracking error is also about directly proportional to the coherence interval , if we expect the PROTEUS algorithm to efficiently eliminate the additive noise, while maintaining efficient tracking capability. Table I , describing the connection between the tracking error and the moving speed of the environmental objects, reflects the phenomenon. A detailed illustration of Table I will be shown in Section V.
Next, we assume the elements in and are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with zero mean and variance . Therefore, from (10) and (18), the received signals at the presence of the estimation error, can be expressed as (19) where (20) with , , and being residual second and higher order terms. Because and are both unitary matrices, the noise vector is still white Gaussian and its variance remains unchanged. With the same reason, elements of the error terms and are still i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and variance . Obviously, even with small estimation errors, received signals may suffer interference from other spatial subchannels, because large singular values may significantly enhance the estimation errors, . It should be noted that the interference is exclusively from the other parallel spatial channels within the same frequency band.
Next, we analyze the capacity degradation caused by the imperfect estimation of the SVD components , , and based on the channel mutual information. Similar argument for the mutual information of a scalar multiple-access wireless channel is given in [19] . Let be the mutual information between inputs and outputs of the channel which is defined by , where denotes the differential entropy 3 [20] . Therefore, will depend on how well the spatial vector-coding matrices and channel gains can be measured at the output solely from .
We assume that , , and are statistically independent and is a fixed stochastic term during the time period of our concern. If is dimensional Gaussian, then (21) where denotes the absolute value of the determinant of the argument matrix. Next, we fix the value of , and then find an upper bound on . The difference between and the upper bound of immediately yields a lower bound of . We thus have (22) where is an arbitrary constant matrix, denotes the covariance matrix of the argument vector, and follows (19) . The first equality is based on the fact that a constant shift does not change the differential entropy. The first inequality holds since conditioning always decreases entropy. The second inequality utilizes the fact that a vector signal with a multivariate Gaussian distribution reaches the maximum possible entropy among all the other vector signal with exactly the same covariance matrix. The quantity is minimized, if is the linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) estimate [19] , i.e.,
where is defined as , and is defined as . For the DMMT-SFCS, statistically independent data symbols are assumed to be transmitted from different antennas and different frequency tones, thus, we have (24) where (25) is shown at the bottom of the next page. In (24) and (25), the approximation is obtained by ignoring the residual second and higher order terms; and represent the estimated channel gain and the transmitted energy, respectively, of the th parallel spatial channel of the th frequency band; represents the number of available parallel spatial channels in the th frequency band; and represents the total transmitted energy in the th frequency band. It should be noted that the assumption of the statistically independent data symbols is reasonable, because the blind DMMT-SFCS scheme provides almost parallel subchannels. Substituting the LMMSE estimator into (22), we have
From (21) and (26), we then obtain a lower bound (27) where (28) The first term on the right-hand side of (28) is contributed from the tracking error of the singular values and the other terms are from the tracking error of the singular vectors. In fact, the lower bound above can also be obtained by sending a Gaussian signal with variance through AWGN channel with noise variance and considering the interference terms, resulting from the tracking errors, as AWGN with variance . From (27), we can upper bound the loss in mutual information, due to the channel tracking error by (29) At high SNR, the tracking error plays a much more important role in terms of capacity degradation, because the effect of the additive noise is negligible, which in turn widens the gap between and . In fact, it is a complicated problem to assign the optimal energy distribution among the parallel subchannels that maximize the mutual information when interference exists. To solve this problem, we simplify the expression of the interference variance , so as to make it independent of the energy distribution, so that the traditional bit loading algorithm can be applied. Another problem is how to determine the variance of the tracking error. Fortunately, from the simulation observations, we find that the tracking error of the PROTEUS algorithm highly depends on the channel variation, and is almost independent of both the number of antenna elements in the transmitter/receiver and the distribution of the multipaths. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the performance of the PROTEUS strongly relies on the accuracy of the covariance matrix estimate [15] . In Section V, a useful table describing the connection between the tracking error and the moving speed of the environmental objects will be provided.
The water-pouring algorithm calculates the optimum bit loading , where each can be any real number. In practical applications, each is usually restricted to a finite quantized set. The granularity of a multichannel transmission system is defined as the smallest incremental unit of information that can be allocated to each subchannel [7] . An approach is based on the greedy methods in mathematics. With a considerably significant improvement provided by Campello [7] , this approach is now known as Campello's algorithm and is adopted in our proposed system.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES
In this section, simulation results of the proposed system are reported. The target applications are wireless LANs with the central radio carrier frequency set at 5 GHz. The indoor channel model used in the following simulations is generated based on the statistical properties described in [11] . These statistical properties are summarized according to the data measurement obtained in a common institutional setting. The pulse shaping function is a raised-cosine pulse with roll-off factor 0.5 and with symbol period 10 s, i.e., 10 M symbols. The duration of the pulse-shaping function is truncated to 13 symbols long. The noise received at each antenna element is assumed complex AWGN. The channel temporal statistics varies according to Jakes' model [17] . The data block size is assumed to be 25 symbols.
Experiment 1: We first test the tracking capability of the PROTEUS algorithm in the blind DMMT-SFCS. Both the transmit and the receive antenna arrays contain ten elements in linear arrangement. Fig. 2 shows the three most dominant singular values, exact and estimate, of a specific frequency band at SNR 10 dB with the average moving speed of the environmental objects being 1 km/h. Note that the three curves representing the exact values are extremely close to those representing the estimated values. At the beginning of the communication link, we assume the singular components are perfectly known. The forgetting factor is set according to (16) and is chosen to be 0.0025. Fig. 3 shows its interference magnitude which results from the imperfect tracking estimates of the singular vectors. From Figs. 2 and 3 , it is obvious that the PROTEUS algorithm has poorer tracking ability when the singular values are close; e.g., at those time instants around 1.8 and 8.3 s highlighted by cross marks in both Figs. 2 and 3. That is because the low-complexity PROTEUS algorithm is based on the assumption that singular values are well separated. Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that the variance of the estimation (25) error will increase when the singular values are close. The variance of the estimation error is set according to Table I . Fig. 4 shows the mutual information in the same scenario when applying: 1) the water-pouring solution with perfect knowledge of the singular components ; 2) the water-pouring solution with the tracking estimate of ; 3) the Campello-bit-loading algorithm with tracking estimate of granularity ; and 4) the original DMMT-SFCS algorithm provide in [1] with no tracking of . Note that only the dash curve in Fig. 4 , corresponding to the Campello's bit-loading algorithm where the M-QAM constellation family are directly employed for the bit loading, represents realistic channel capacities; while the other curves are theoretical capacity upper bounds, achievable only when infinitely complicated outer-layer coding schemes are applied.
Experiment 2: Next, we examine the ergodic capacity of the blind DMMT-SFCS at different degrees of channel stationarity. The variance of the estimation error is set according to Table I and the forgetting factor is decided according to the constraint (16) . We assume that the target symbol-error rate (SER) is 10 to facilitate the signal synthesis in the simulation and, thus, the SNR gap to the channel capacity bound is given as 5.3 dB. The Campello's bit-loading algorithm is applied with granularity 1, as done in Experiment 1. Fig. 5 depicts the SERs when the numbers of both the transmit and receive antennas are either five, seven, or ten. Obviously, all of the results satisfy the target SER. The reason the SER is much lower than the target SER is that bit loading with finite granularity offers additional SNR gap. Table II lists each ergodic capacity per transmission cycle in exactly the same scenarios. The channel capacity loss is very little with imperfect knowledge of the singular components when the environmental objects' average moving speed is 1 km/h. In reality, the base stations and the users in an office LAN environment, as well as the communication sites in fixed wireless applications, may be considered "stationary." Table III compares the ergodic channel TABLE II  ERGODIC CAPACITY (BITS/CYCLE capacities with 10 antenna elements in both the transmitter and the receiver when SNRs are 10, 15, and 20 dB with 1 km/h average moving speed. A trend shows that the channel capacity drops significantly as SNR increases. After observing the numerical data, we find that most errors appear when the adjacent singular values become very close. Therefore, for high-quality communication systems, e.g., SER 10 , carefully processing the data rate is very important when the adjacent singular values become very close. Stopping signal transmission on those frequency bands at these moments would be a good strategy.
Experiment 3: The relation, in Table I , between the environmental objects' average moving speed and the tracking errors is also reconfirmed in other channel scenarios by Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, according to the tracking errors in Table I , we evaluate the analytic capacity lower bounds derived in Section IV for various scenarios where the blind DMMT-SFCS is applied. Fig. 6 depicts the complementary cumulative distribution function tails (CCDF) of the channel capacity when the average moving speed of the environmental objects is a parameter covering the range from 1 to 9 km/h and the average SNR is 10 dB. Each run uses 100 000 realizations of the institution-like scenario in [11] . Capacity is measured by units of bits per second per Hertz. For an SNR of 10 dB, 90% of the channels with ten antenna elements on both sides, and with an average moving speed of 9 km/h, capacity of 0.6 b/s/Hz is lost when the blind DMMT-SFCS is applied. Fig. 7 shows the capacity CCDFs when SNRs are 10, 15, and 20 dB. For over 90% of the channels with SNR increase of 5 dB from 10 dB, the capacity increases about 3 b/s/Hz. However, an increase of about 4.5 b/s/Hz is achievable when channel is perfectly known.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a highly efficient blind space-time coding scheme for a TDD system with slow time-varying frequency-selective MIMO channels. In the proposed blind coding scheme, neither training sequences nor feedback of the spatial coding vectors are required. Besides, the computational complexity of the proposed coding scheme is significantly lower than that of the conventional coding scheme described in [1] . The capacity lower bound of the proposed blind DMMT-SFCS is provided. Simulation results have shown that the proposed architecture works efficiently in the applications of indoor wireless communication networks.
